Sample Questions

» Given the time we have today, what is the most important thing that you and I should be talking about? (Susan Scott)

» What if nothing changes? So what? What are the implications for you and your students? (Susan Scott)

» What is the ideal outcome? (Susan Scott)

» What can we do to resolve this issue? (Susan Scott)

» Tell me about what you felt „“

» Tell me a little bit about this …

» What leads you to believe …?

» What would we see and hear that would be evidence of this? (Bruce Wellman; Lucy West)

» What went well? What surprised you? What did you learn? What will you do differently next time?

» What do you think about what the students are doing here?

» On a scale of 1-10 how close are you to your ideal classroom? (Steve Barkley)

» What are you seeing that shows that the strategy is successful? (Steve Barkley)

» What impact would _____ have? (Steve Barkley)

» When have you seen ______? Can you make a connection between that time and this time? (Steve Barkley)

» If you don’t know, is there anything you could do to find out?